Introduction
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is one of the core research topics of natural language processing for identifying which sense of a word is used in a sentence, when the word has multiple meanings. It remains as an open problem in natural language processing and has important applications in areas such as machine translation, knowledge acquisition, and information retrieval [1] . Supervised WSD approaches provide the state of the art performances in benchmark evaluation [2] . Decadt et. al. [3] proposed a memory-based approach which provides the best performance in senseval-3 all word tasks. Unsupervised WSD approaches were also proposed because manual supervision is a cost heavy task. Some WSD systems are built on lexical knowledge base [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Navigli [20] also proposed an integration of a knowledge-based system to improve supervised systems.
They explore and calculate the semantic relationships between concepts in semantic networks [4, 5] . Some of them are graph based approaches [6] [7] [8] [9] . The simi-supervised approach [10] shows the potential of getting better WSD results by a relative small manual training set. In this paper, we focus on the discussion of the supervised WSD approaches.
Most WSD algorithms use fixed size windows for word collections. Many approaches [10, 11] are based on collocations [12] . The collocations are identified by a sliding window. The relations between words are always simplified as whether appearing in the collection window or whether appearing in some particular position in the window. The size of windows is always fixed. Since these approaches ignore the details of many relations between the words, enlarging the size of the windows may not improve the performance obviously. As such, other natural language processing techniques such as coreference resolution are seldom considered to improve the performance of WSD because they cannot affect the semantic context which is decided by the window. Some other works use flexible size windows. Personalizing PageRank approach [9] builds the context of at least 20 content words for each sentence to be disambiguated, taking the sentences immediately before and after it when the original sentence is too short. Navigli and Velardi [6] used the sentence as the border of the semantic context of a word in their Structural Semantic Interconnection approach. Coreference resolution may help these works to enlarge the contexts. However, the related words in their contexts are order-free. They consider all the words in a context equally without considering the semantic or syntactic relations between the words in the context. A larger context may not be helpful for them to improve the precision.
Recently, Hu et. al. [13] proposed a new WSD approach based on an instance knowledge network (IKN). It keeps all the information of the training set at the instance level of the IKN. When attempting to disambiguate word senses for a candidate sentence, it discovers the knowledge by a graph matching algorithm from the IKN. Because they used Stanford dependency parser [14, 15] to parse the text into dependency graphs, and Stanford parser can only work on separate sentences properly. The size of the dependency graph limited the performance of the IKN approach. Actually, the instance network structure with syntactic relations between instance nodes provides the potential to enlarge the contexts. Based on this observation, we found that coreference resolution techniques can be used to extend the structure of IKN and consequently help to improve the performance of WSD.
Up to now, WSD and coreference resolution have been considered as two separate tasks in natural language processing due to some reasons discussed above. We reckon that natural language understanding is an integrated process. If possible, different techniques should be integrated to help each other to improve the performance of natural language text.
In this paper, we aim to use coreference resolution technique to improve performance of WSD. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in this topic. We propose to employ the results of coreference resolution in WSD based on the IKN approach [13] . We enlarge the contexts for WSD by connecting separate dependency graphs of IKN with the help of coreference resolution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the IKN WSD approach, which sets the basis of this work. We present the extended IKN structure, its graph matching algorithm and algorithms for training and WSD in Section 3. The experimental evaluations are given in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss some issues for incorporating coreference resolution into WSD. Section 6 concludes the paper with an indication of the future work.
Instance Knowledge Network and Its WSD Approach
We first give a brief introduction of the IKN WSD [13] approach as the work presented in this paper is based on it. The IKN is a knowledge representation model, which has three levels -the word level, the type synset level and the instance level.
The word level and the type synset level are from WordNet [16] . To build the instance level of the IKN, they parse the sentences in a sense tagged corpus into dependency graphs. Each word node in a dependency graph is set a unique identifier. Each word node becomes an instance node. Then by the sense tags for the word, they connect the instance node to the corresponding tagged sense synset of WordNet. By this way, they convert each dependency graph as an instance graph patterns (IGP). So the instance level of the IKN is composed of all the IGPs which are created from the corpus.
There are four types of relations in the IKN: sense relations between each word at the word level and its sense synsets at the synset level, semantic relations between the synsets at the synset level, instance relations between each synset at the synset level and its instance nodes at the instance level, and dependency relations between instance nodes at the instance level.
In IKN, each word may have multiple senses, each sense in turn may be tagged in multiple positions in the corpus, and an instance node is created for each tagged word. Therefore, a word may be associated with multiple instance nodes.
To discover the knowledge in the IKN, a graph matching algorithm was proposed. The algorithm attempts to find matching sub graphs in the IGPs at the instance level of the IKN for a particular candidate dependency graph which is parsed from a candidate sentence. They named a matching sub graph as an instance matching subgraph (IMSG). Figure 1 shows a simplified structure of the IKN and a general picture on how graph matching works. Given a candidate dependency graph G, first the algorithm finds, for each candidate word w in G, the semantic related synsets (SRSs) at the type synset level and then the semantic related instance nodes (SRINs) at the instance level. Then, for each edge e(w 1 , w 2 ) in G, we find its matching edges in all IGPs at the instance level. An edge e'(iw 1 , iw 2 ) in an IGP G' is called a matching edge of e if iw 1 and iw 2 are an SRIN of w 1 and w 2 , respectively, and they have the same dependency relation. Finally, the matching edges by shared candidate words and instance nodes are connected to get the IMSGs.
For each returned SRIN n of a word w, their semantically related instance relationship SRIR(w, n) is denoted as (w, s, t, n) where s is the sense synset of w on the path and t is the semantic relation between s and the SRS s' on the path which directly connects to n.
Because the IKN approach is based on Stanford dependency parser which can only parse sentences, the candidate dependency graphs and the IGPs can only represent separate sentences. Consequently, each IMSG is also limited in a single sentence.
Base on the graph matching algorithm, a probabilistic training algorithm and a WSD algorithm are developed. The probabilistic training algorithm attempts to calculate conditional probabilities for each pair <i 1 , i 2 > of instance nodes in each IGP. The instance node pairs are not limited to edges only. Since multiple candidate word pairs {< w 1i , w 2j >} may match <i 1 , i 2 >, and matched word pairs can be classified by their SRCs t 1 and t 2 of their SRIRs, respectively. Here SRIR(w 1i , i 1 ) = (w 1i , s 1i , t 1 , i 1 ), SRIR(w 2j , i 2 ) = (w 2j , s 2j , t 2 , i 2 ), multiple conditional probabilities are defined for <i 1 , i 2 > and they are directional. For instance, P(i 2 , t 2 | i 1 , t 1 ) is defined as the probability of s 2j being the proper sense of w 2j when s 1i is the proper sense of w 1i . P(i 1 , t 1 | i 2 , t 2 ) can be defined similarly.
After the training process, conditional probabilities from one sense synset to others are obtained. Since a pair of words <w 1 , w 2 > may appear in different candidate dependency graphs with different syntactic relations between them and each candidate dependency graph may match different IGPs, each pair <s 1i , s 2j > of sense synsets of <w 1 , w 2 > may have multiple matched instance node pairs {<i 1i , i 2j >}. Consequently, for each pair <s 1i , s 2j >, it is associated with multiple pairs of conditional probabilities, each pair coming from a matched instance node pair <i 1i , i 2j >.
The WSD algorithm attempts to find IMSGs in the IKN given a candidate dependency graph. Different word pairs of a particular sense synset pair <s 1 , s 2 > may have different syntactic relations, and their matched sets of instance node pairs may also be different. This shows different contexts of <s 1 , s 2 >. For each context, the pair of conditional probabilities for <s 1 , s 2 > are calculated as the maximal conditional probabilities from the matched set of instance node pairs.
Based on these context sensitive conditional probabilities between synsets, an iterative process is deployed for calculating the probability for each sense of a candidate word until it gets stable. The final probability for each word sense is considered as the probability of the sense being the proper sense of the candidate word. The sense with maximal probability is considered as the WSD result of the word and its probability is defined as the confidence of the disambiguation.
Extending IKN with Coreference Resolution
The IKN approach [13] opens the door to use coreference resolution to improve the performance of WSD. To incorporate the results of coreference resolution, we first extend the structure of the IKN. Based on the extended IKN structure, we then present the corresponding extended graph matching algorithm. We finally discuss the probabilistic training and WSD algorithms for the extended IKN.
Extending the structure of IKN
Stanford dependency parser works on sentences and parses each sentence into a dependency graph. A dependency graph contains words as nodes and dependency relations between the words as edges. There is no edge between different dependency graphs of different sentences.
Coreference resolution is to discover the words or phrases in a sentence or different sentences which refer to the same entity. When there are two words or phrases refer to the same entity, we connect them by a coreference relation. If these two words or phrases belong to different sentences, then their corresponding dependency graphs are connected, and consequently, the context for WSD is enlarged.
To use coreference resolution to improve the performance of WSD, we employ BART coreference system [17, 18] . In BART, the coreference resolution results are represented as tags for phrases or single words and the phrases or words with the same tag are deemed coreferenced.
To extend the IKN with the results of BART, we first select the base word in each coreferenced tagged phrase or word. For pronoun, the base word is the pronoun itself. For noun phrase which contains adjective or multiple nouns, we select the last noun as the base word. Then in each group of coreferenced phrases and words with the same tag, we select the base word of the first phrase or word in the text as the prime base word. Finally, we connect all the nodes of the base words in the group to the node of the prime base word by adding new edges representing the coreference relation. As a result, some previously separate dependency graphs are connected to form a so-called joint dependency graph (JDG). A JDG may represent part of an article or even the whole article.
Definition (Joint Dependency Graph): A joint dependency graph JG is connected graph represented as JG(T, CG) where T = {t 1 , …, t n } and CG = {CG 1 , …, CG n }. t i ∈ T is a tag. CG i = {G i0 , G i1 , …, G ini } is a group of dependency graphs connected by the coreference relation represented by t i , and each G ij (1≤j≤n i ) is connected to G i0 which owns the prime base word tagged by t i . Figure 2(a) shows an example of a JDG. In the example, we have three sentences "The man is a manager. He went to his office. He put the document on the desk." These three sentences are parsed as three dependency graphs.
The coreference resolution results for these three sentences are four coreferenced phrases: the man in the first sentence, he and his in the second sentence, and he in the last sentence. We select the base words for each phrase, where man is the base word for the first phrase, thus the prime base word for these three sentences, he, his and he are base words for the other three phrases. So we connect the base words he, his and he to the prime base word man with the coreference relation, and it results in a starshaped connected JDG shown in Figure 2(a) .
The star-shaped connection method may lead to different graph structures when similar sentences are presented in different order. For example, we may present the above three sentences as "A man went to his office. He put the document on the desk. He is a manager." The JDG for these three sentences is shown Figure 2(b) . We will show that this JDG will be treated as the same as the JDG shown in Figure 2 (a) by out extending graph matching algorithm.
In the IKN approach, we can extend the dependency graphs to JDGs at both the candidate level and the instance level (shown in Figure 1 ). That is, by coreference resolution, we can connect coreferenced candidate graphs to a candidate JDG at the candidate level, and connect coreferenced IGPs to a joint IGP (JIGP) at the instance level.
Graph Matching Algorithm between Candidate JDG and JIGP
The graph matching algorithm of the IKN WSD approach [13] is limited to match some IGPs at the instance level of the IKN with the given candidate dependency graph. Now, we present the extended graph matching algorithm between candidate JDGs and JIGPs. Due to page limitation, we only highlight the main difference between the extended algorithm and the original algorithm which is briefly introduced in Section 2.
Given a candidate JDG JG, we find all matching sub-graphs of JIGPs in the extended IKN (EIKN for short) for JG.
In the IKN, the matching algorithm basically first finds each pair of matching edges between a candidate dependency graph and an IGP, and then tries to maximally connect to those matched edges in both the candidate dependency graph and the IGP. After that, one or many IMSGs in the IGP can be identified for their corresponding subgraphs in the candidate dependency graph.
In the EIKN, a graph matching is between a candidate JDG and a JIGP. As such, a subgraph of the candidate JDG may cover multiple candidate dependency graphs. Similarly, an IMSG may involve multiple IGPs in a JIGP. This is because that two matching edges belonging to different dependency graphs or different IGPs can be connected by coreference relations. Figure 3 shows the difference of connecting matching edges between the graph matching algorithms of existing IKN system and our extended IKN system. Figure  3 (a) shows a normal matching between a candidate dependency graph and an IGP in the IKN. The connection happens because the candidate word w 2 and its SRIN i 2 are shared by two pairs of matching edges. In Figure 3 (b), instance node i 2 is a SRIN for both candidate words w 2 and w' 2 and there is a coreference relation between w 2 and w' 2 . We can join the two pairs of matching edges {(w 1 , w 2 ), (i 1 , i 2 )} and {(w' 2 , w 3 ), (i 2 , i 3 )} together. So instance dependency graph with node set {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 } is an IMSG of the JDG with node set {w 1 , w 2 , w' 2 , w 3 }.
In Figure 3 (c), both instance nodes i 2 and i' 2 are an SRIN of candidate word w 2 and there is a coreference relation between i 2 and i' 2 . So the joint instance dependency graph with node set {i 1 , i 2 , i' 2 , i 3 } is considered as an IMSG of the dependency graph with node set {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 }.
In Figure 3(d) , there is a coreference relation between w 2 and w' 2 and there is also a coreference relation between i 2 and i' 2 . In this case, the joint instance dependency graph with node set {i 1 , i 2 , i' 2 , i 3 } is an IMSG of the JDG with node set {w 1 , w 2 , w' 2 , w 3 }.
Through these methods, we extend the graph matching algorithm for the EIKN. We can find all (joint) IMSGs in all JIGPs of the EIKN for a given candidate JDG.
Extending Training and WSD Approaches
Based on the graph matching algorithm for the EIKN, the probabilistic training algorithm and the WSD algorithm for the EIKN can be developed similar to the IKN. In the IKN system, both a candidate dependency graph and an IGP are limited to a single sentence. In the EIKN system, we train the EIKN by candidate JDGs and the matched IMSGs may span over multiple IGPs (i.e., in a JIGP). As a result, conditional probability needs to be calculated or adjusted for each instance node pair in the matched IMSGs. This helps enlarge the size of IMSGs, and in turn helps WSD for matching text with larger contexts.
Compared the WSD algorithm for the EIKN with the WSD algorithm for the IKN, there are two main differences. Firstly, instead of a dependency graph for a single sentence, the EIKN WSD algorithm disambiguates a JDG for multiple sentences with a larger context. Secondly, the EIKN WSD algorithm is able to match against a JIGP instead of an IGP. Because of these differences, in the probabilistic reasoning process of the EIKN WSD algorithm, the finding of the maximum conditional probability of a given sense synset from another sense synset is not limited from the dependency graph of a single sentence. For the sense synset s of a candidate word w, we find a maximal conditional probability P(s | s ij ) of s from each sense synset s ij of surrounding candidate word w i in the JDG which w belongs to. By this approach, we enlarge the size of context which is considered for WSD. Based on the maximal conditional probabilities between synsets in a larger context, we employ a similar iterative process to the IKN WSD for calculating the final probability for each sense of a candidate word. The sense with maximal final probability is considered as the WSD result of the word and its probability is defined as the confidence of the disambiguation.
Similar to the settings for the IKN experiments, we use Stanford dependency parser to parse the text into dependency graph. The additional feature is that we employ BART coreference resolution system as a basis to connect the dependency graphs and IGPs together in our approach. We build the EIKN by sense tagged corpus SemCor [19] and we train the EIKN by SemCor again. The experiment results of WSD are for Senseval-3 all word tasks.
The trained EIKN has about 500k instance nodes, 2.2M relations and 930k conditional probabilities. The EIKN building process and training process cost about 110 hours on a windows XP professional system with 2.2GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM. The disambiguation for the texts of senseval-3 all word tasks takes about one hour and a half on the same computer.
To compare with the IKN approach, the EIKN high-precision WSD results are combined with those of each given existing WSD algorithm A through the following method which is the same to the IKN approach. For each test word w i , we define s EIKN (w i ) as the result sense, c EIKN (w i ) as the confidence of disambiguation, and θ as the confidence threshold for the EIKN WSD approach. We also define s A (w i ) as the result sense for the existing WSD algorithm. Then we can get the result sense We combine the EIKN algorithm with the five best algorithms of Senseval-3 all word tasks. For each given existing algorithm A, we attempt to get the combined results of A+EIKN and the corresponding combined results of A+IKN for a range of thresholds θ. We compare the results of A+EIKN and A+IKN for each particular θ.
In Table 1 , we compare the recalls of each combined algorithm between the EIKN algorithm and one of the five existing algorithms with the corresponding combined algorithm of the IKN algorithm and the existing algorithm. When the threshold θ equals to or is greater than 0.8, for each existing WSD algorithm A and particular θ the combined results of A+EIKN achieve better recall than the corresponding combined algorithm A+IKN. When the threshold θ =0.8, 0.9, the improvements are from 0.2% to 0.8%. Compared to the corresponding existing WSD algorithms, the improvements are from 0.4% to 1.5%. Except the combined GAMBL+EIKN algorithm, all the other four combined algorithms improve more than 1% the recall than the corresponding algorithm. The best recall of A+EIKN is also better than A+IKN.
We observed that the effects of combined algorithms may be different. A worse recall of an existing algorithm may lead to better recall of the combined result. For example, the recall 64.6% of SenseLearner algorithm is worse than the recall 65.2% of GAMBL algorithm. However, when θ = 0.8, the recall of SenseLearner+EIKN algorithm is 65.9% which is better than 65.6% the recall of GAMBL+EIKN algorithm.
From the experiments, in the word set with high disambiguation confidence, the EIKN algorithm which uses coreference resolution results can achieve better results than the IKN algorithm and the top five algorithms in Senseval-3 all word tasks.
Up to now, word sense disambiguation and coreference resolution are still two separate topics in natural language processing area. Nonetheless, the understanding of natural language is an integrated process. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing model that is able to consider these two understanding techniques together before the IKN model was proposed.
We found that the IKN model has the potential to incorporate these two different techniques at the instance level, so we propose the EIKN model to realize the incorporation. The EIKN model uses a coreference approach to enlarge the effective context size for WSD. This approach is the first attempt to show how these two different techniques work together for natural language understanding.
Some issues remain in incorporating these two techniques. The main issue is that existing coreference resolution systems may not be able to provide high-precision results. As a WSD result depends on the results of coreference resolution, the quality of results obviously affects the quality of the WSD result. BART, the coreference resolution system used in our EIKN system provides the precision about only 68% in MUC-6 benchmark system. This inevitably affects the performance improvement. Nonetheless, the relative low precision of coreference resolution does not impact much on the accuracy of high confidence WSD results in the EIKN. In the EIKN, the probabilistic training process works on JDGs which incorporate the results of coreference resolution. Therefore the conditional probabilities across multiple dependency graphs that we acquired in the training process already reflect the precision of the coreference resolution results. This phenomenon shows that the IKN probabilistic model is not only effective to WSD. It may be also effective to coreference resolution.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced a new word sense disambiguation approach based on the existing IKN WSD approach by incorporating coreference resolution results. With the help of the results of a coreference resolution system, we build our EIKN system by connecting candidate dependency graphs at the candidate level and IGPs of the IKN at the instance level. This allows us to enlarge the size of contexts which can be considered in both the training process and the disambiguation process.
We run extensive experiments in our EIKN system based on Senseval-3 all-words task. Following the similar evaluation approach of the IKN work, we combined our EIKN WSD algorithm with the best five WSD algorithms. The performance of each combined algorithm of our EIKN algorithm and one existing algorithm is better than the corresponding combined algorithm of the IKN algorithm and the existing algorithm in the word sets with high confidence.
In the future, we will attempt to use high precision WSD results to provide high precision results of coreference resolution. We believe that high precision WSD and high precision coreference resolution can help each other in an iterative process.
